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Welcome to the  
Summer Graduate and Internship Fair 2023 

 

Are you graduating soon and have not yet secured a job? Are you looking for an 

internship this summer? 

Meet recruiters from a range of sectors who are offering full-time jobs and 

internships starting this summer. 

Whether you haven’t found a role yet, or haven’t started looking, this is a great 

chance for you to explore available opportunities and careers. 

 

 

Top tips 

 

Use this booklet to plan your fair tactics: 

• Check who is attending and read their booklet entry before you speak to 

them.  

• Plan some questions to ask: what are the pros and cons of their work? Or 

what tips can they give you to increase your chances of being selected for 

work experience or employment?  

• Be keen and attentive – first impressions count! 

• Talk to as many people as you can.  

• Remember to record who you spoke to and key points of your 
conversations. 

Read more on how to make the most of a careers fair.  

https://www.careers.ox.ac.uk/making-the-most-of-careers-fairs
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Aldi 

 

University of Oxford students… are you interested in finding out how you can become 

an Aldi Area Manager? 

Our Area Manager Programme gives you the autonomy to manage your own £multi-

million business as you lead and guide your teams to success, whilst running your own 

group of Stores. With a dedicated mentor from day one, you’ll get the support you 

need. We want our graduates to bring the best version of themselves and in return 

we’ll reward them with a fantastic package including a £50,000 starting salary (rising 

in increments to £90,615 in year 8) and a fully expensed company car! 

Do these opportunities sound exciting? 

Then come and chat to us at our Aldi Stand at the University of Oxford’s Summer 

Graduate and Internship Fair on Tuesday 6 June to meet our Area Managers who will 

give you an insight into what to expect during your training, work life and beyond! Our 

Area Managers will also be on hand to answer any questions you may have about our 

opportunities, recruitment process, or Aldi in general, and offer you some useful hints 

and tips on how to stand out from the crowd. 

Our Graduate Area Manager opportunities are open to students from all degree 

disciplines and we welcome all students interested to join us on the day! 

Ready to start planning for your future after university? Come and chat to us at our 

Aldi Stand! 

 

 

Find out more at: www.aldirecruitment.co.uk 

 

http://www.aldirecruitment.co.uk/
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Brainlabs 

 

We’re Brainlabs, a global digital marketing agency that uses data and technology to 

disrupt the advertising landscape. We stand out with our scientific approach to 

marketing and our unique team culture. Our services include Paid Search, Paid Social, 

Programmatic, SEO, CRO, Influencer Marketing, Retail Media, Data Science & Data 

Strategy, Planning and Strategy, Technology and Engineering. We craft compelling 

stories, build meaningful relationships with consumers, and optimise campaigns using 

data to drive success for our clients. 

We're currently hiring for The Brainlabs Academy for Aug'23 (and beyond!) - a life-

changing opportunity to kick start a career in Data Strategy or Media Planning all 

whilst being based in Buenos Aires, Argentina. It’s the epitome of Brainlabs in city 

form, buzzy, vibrant and authentically fabulous. It's different, but so are we! 

 

 

 

Find out more at: www.brainlabsdigital.com/the-academy/ 

 

  

http://www.brainlabsdigital.com/the-academy/
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Costello Medical Consulting Ltd 

 

Costello Medical is a rapidly growing global healthcare agency specialising in medical 

communications, market access and health economic and outcomes research. We 

work with a wide range of clients, including the industry’s most successful 

pharmaceutical and medical technology companies, patient and public health bodies 

and charitable organisations. Our lasting client partnerships create a direct and 

measurable impact on the successful launch of novel therapies and devices across a 

wide range of disease areas. Our vision is to be a community of the very best people, 

constantly challenging ourselves to make meaningful and outstanding contributions to 

improving healthcare. 

We are committed to our company values which are central to creating our fun, 

friendly and innovative workplace in which we strive to deliver the highest standards 

of quality. As a result, we have been listed in The Top 100 Companies to Work For 

list for five consecutive years. 

On 27th May 2022 Costello Medical received its certification as a B Corporation. We 

are really proud of this achievement as it demonstrates that Costello Medical is 

meeting the highest standards of verified social and environmental performance. We 

underwent a rigorous assessment that covered the whole of our business including 

employee benefits, charitable giving and sustainability. We believe this certification is 

external validation of our mission to be a force for good. 

 

 

 

Find out more at: https://apply.workable.com/costello-medical/ 

 

 

https://www.b.co.uk/
https://www.b.co.uk/
https://www.bcorporation.net/en-us/find-a-b-corp/company/costello-medical-consulting-ltd
https://apply.workable.com/costello-medical/
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Department for Education 

 

The Department for Education is a free and impartial service for those students who 

are interested in becoming fully qualified Teachers. We also offer you one-to-one 

support during your application for teacher training and provide impartial advice 

regarding different providers, and routes to becoming a qualified teacher. The Get 

into Teaching campaign also offers work experience and paid internships. 

 

 

 

Find out more at: 
https://getintoteaching.education.gov.uk/mailinglist/signup/name 

 

  

https://getintoteaching.education.gov.uk/mailinglist/signup/name
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Goodlord 

 

Renting a property used to be complicated and time-consuming for agents, tenants 

and landlords alike. Now, Goodlord’s online experience streamlines the lettings 

process, making it easier for everyone. 

We couldn’t do that without the diverse group and hard-working team of 

Goodlordians behind our award-winning platform. Based in our Central London office, 

we support Goodlordians in their development, offer a number of perks (including 

having pets in the office), and recognise achievements with plenty of events, activities 

and benefits along the way.  

 

 

 

Find out more at: www.goodlord.co/careers 

 

  

http://www.goodlord.co/careers
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Gotoco 

 

Gotoco, an award-winning social enterprise, offers global TEFL internships with 

funding for travel, a TEFL qualification, meals/accommodation, cultural activities, and 

more. We make global TEFL internships accessible to all. 

You can join one of our TEFL teaching placements all over the world this summer, 

including in Thailand, Vietnam, Colombia, Bali, China, Japan, and all over Europe. 

Our TEFL programmes aim to: 

• Make global opportunities accessible with generous funding 

• Introduce the joys of travel and living abroad 

• Provide real-life experience in teaching that contributes to a TEFL qualification 

• Show what teaching abroad has to offer long term 

• Offer true cultural immersion and the opportunity to make friends all over the world 

Our Level 5 Ofqual-accredited TESOL Primer qualification will enhance your CV and 

open up a pathway into the exciting world of teaching abroad, as well as offering 

transferable skills and experience for any career direction. The course is delivered 

online and it is self-led, meaning it can be completed around your other 

commitments. 

What are you waiting for? Start your global career today by joining a Gotoco 

programme this summer. Apply now: https://goto.co/apply  

You can also book on to one of our daily info webinars at https://thailand-

vietnam.goto.co/ 

 

Find out more at: www.go-to.co  

https://goto.co/apply
https://thailand-vietnam.goto.co/
https://thailand-vietnam.goto.co/
http://www.go-to.co/
http://www.go-to.co/
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Huguenot Services Limited 

 

Huguenot is an established financial technology firm based in central London, 

committed to developing the market-leading investment reporting platform for the 

global fund management industry. 

We still think like a start-up but have built a profitable and resilient business with an 

impressive list of clients in the UK and overseas. 

We are based in bright and spacious designer offices in Covent Garden, have a 

supportive, inclusive culture, and believe in creating an environment where talented 

individuals can thrive. 

We are seeking entrepreneurial graduates to join our investment reporting team. 

 

 

 

Find out more at: www.huguenots.co.uk/careers 

 

 

  

http://www.huguenots.co.uk/careers
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Hurstpierpoint College 

 

Hurstpierpoint College is amongst the most successful independent schools in Sussex. 

It is co-educational and comprises a Senior School, Senior Prep and Junior Prep with 

1,300 pupils in all. 

Our pioneering 'Teach Hurst' opportunity offers a unique programme of fully funded 

teacher training, a competitive starting salary and benefits package, together with free 

on-site accommodation at our impressive Sussex campus, twenty minutes from the 

city and beaches of Brighton and within easy reach of London by local rail links. 

Other benefits include free meals during term time, and access to a wide range of 

sports and leisure opportunities as part of our Co-curricular programme. 

One key to our success as a school is excellent staff, we aim to recruit, train and 

develop individuals who have the enthusiasm, drive and potential to become 

outstanding teachers. The programme provides high quality training as follows: 

• Year 1 Building classroom experience, knowledge and pedagogy through 

observation and class teaching on a reduced timetable. 

• Year 2 A fully funded, in-school, PGCE course provided by Buckingham 

University. Increased teaching load and further responsibility. 

On completion of Year 2 you will gain QTS (qualified teacher status) and progress onto 

the Early Teacher Career Framework and the Hurst qualified teacher scale with 

reflective salary increase. Throughout the ECT period you will continue to be 

mentored and given the opportunity to take on roles of responsibility and leadership 

across the college. 

 

Find out more at:  
www.hppc.co.uk/about-us/teach-hurst-teacher-training/ 

http://www.hppc.co.uk/about-us/teach-hurst-teacher-training/
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INEOS 

 

INEOS is a global manufacturer of petrochemicals comprising 36 businesses; each with 

a major chemical company heritage. INEOS’s production network spans throughout 

the world, 183 production sites across 31 countries, generating an annual turnover of 

around $65 billion. 

After 20 years establishing itself as one of the world’s leading chemical companies, 

INEOS continues to grow. Through strategic acquisitions and revitalising otherwise 

unloved assets, the business has flourished in an ever-changing, increasingly 

competitive marketplace. 

INEOS’ products make a significant contribution to saving life, improving health and 

enhancing standards of living for people around the world. Our businesses produce 

the raw materials that are essential in the manufacture of a wide variety of goods: 

from paints to plastics, textiles to technology, medicines to mobile phones - chemicals 

manufactured by INEOS enhance almost every aspect of our modern life. 

INEOS is committed to achieving net zero emissions by 2050 not only through 

reducing the impact of our operations but by providing the products that support 

other industries and individuals to reduce their own impact on the climate. 

 

 

 

Find out more at: www.ineos.com 

 

  

http://www.ineos.com/
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Katalyze Data (formerly Amadeus Software) 

 

Katalyze Data recruit high-achieving STEM graduates who wish to pursue an exciting 

career in data analytics/data science.  We employ graduates for a period of 12 months 

as we prepare them for their careers. 

Graduates enjoy 3 months intensive, interactive training followed by a 9-month 

placement.  

Our training covers a wide range of Data Engineering, Data Analytics and Data 

Visualisation techniques using SAS, R, Python and SQL.  Graduates learn about 

business statistics and predictive analytics.  In addition, they complete business case 

studies and receive business skills training such as presentation and interview skills. 

All placements are with one of our UK based customers where graduates will be 

involved in the processes that make data accessible to decision makers. 

Our professional team support graduates throughout their journeys to working as 

data analysts, data scientists or data engineers. We are proud of the success rate of 

our graduate scheme, over 95% of our graduates are offered permanent roles, and are 

now enjoying successful careers. 

We offer a competitive salary from the first day of training, and a salary increase when 

the placement commences. 

Join the Katalyze Data Graduate Programme and get your career off to a flying start. 

 

 

Find out more at:  
https://katalyzedata.com/careers/graduate-scheme/ 

  

https://katalyzedata.com/careers/graduate-scheme/
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Malaberg 

 

Unleash Your Potential @ Malaberg 

Do you have a passion for data, branding, or copywriting? Then we want to invite you 

to discover your dream career with a dynamic company dedicated to building brands 

that make a meaningful impact on people's lives. 

At Malaberg, we believe in the power of breakthrough ideas that transform lives. We 

create and scale brands across health, beauty, and pet care sectors, ensuring they 

resonate with millions of people around the world. Our success is driven by bold 

innovation, entrepreneurial spirit, plus the exceptional talent of our team members. 

Talk to us at the fair to understand our opportunities with: 

1. Data Analytics: Use your analytical prowess to help us make data-driven 

decisions, optimise marketing strategies, and drive exponential growth. 

2. Branding and marketing management: Play a crucial role in shaping the identity 

and messaging of our brands, ensuring they stand out in the market and create 

deep connections with consumers. 

3. Copywriting: Craft compelling content that engages, educates, and inspires our 

audience. Your storytelling skills will help us create lasting emotional 

connections with our customers. 

By joining Malaberg in our Oxford or London office, you'll become part of a vibrant 

team that values collaboration, innovation, and personal growth. We offer 

competitive salaries (plus big performance bonuses), outstanding growth 

opportunities, and a supportive work environment that encourages creativity and 

excellence. 

  

Find out more at: https://malaberg.com/careers/ 

  

https://malaberg.com/careers/
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Marks & Clerk LLP 

 

Marks & Clerk LLP is one of the world’s leading intellectual property firms and one of 

the UK’s largest firm of Patent and Trade Mark Attorneys. Our international coverage 

is extensive, with a network of offices in Europe, Asia, and North America. We provide 

a comprehensive range of intellectual property services to a variety of clients, from 

multinational corporations to the latest start-up ventures, in all sectors worldwide. 

We value diversity and support an inclusive working environment, where different 

ideas, cultures and backgrounds are celebrated. The mental health and wellbeing of 

our employees is paramount, and our working practices are developed to reflect this. 

We recruit STEM graduates across a range of disciplines and have an opportunity to 

become a trainee patent attorney in our Oxford office - starting September 2023. 

 

 

  

Find out more at: https://apply.workable.com/marksand-clerk/ 

 

  

https://apply.workable.com/marksand-clerk/
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Obsidian Achernar Ltd 

 

Obsidian Achernar (OA) is a fast-growing financial services company that operates 

offices in the UK, Ghana, Nigeria and Kenya. We provide a wide range of financial 

services which include fixed income, commodity trading, investment management, 

and corporate advisory services. Our primary focus is to deliver innovative and secure 

financial services that meet the changing needs of individuals and corporates across 

borders. 

Our company nurtures a culture of innovation, continuous learning, and resilience. We 

believe in pushing boundaries, exploring new ideas, and embracing a growth mindset. 

We encourage our employees to think creatively, challenge the status quo, and never 

shy away from making mistakes, as we see them as valuable learning opportunities.  

At OA, equality and diversity are not just buzzwords; they are core principles that we 

uphold. We acknowledge that a diverse workforce drives innovation, fosters creativity, 

and enhances our ability to understand and serve our diverse clientele. 

Potential hires can be assured that they will be part of a company that values their 

unique contributions, fosters personal and professional growth, and upholds 

principles of integrity, transparency, and equality. We actively seek to attract, 

develop, and retain talent from diverse backgrounds, and strive to create an inclusive 

work environment that celebrates diversity in all its forms. 

 

Find out more at: www.oamarkets.com 

 

  

http://www.oamarkets.com/
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Oxford DataPlan 

 

Oxford DataPlan is a collaboration of partners at Hedge Funds and PE/VC Funds with 

professors and lecturers at Oxford University. The company uses data science to 

create products that predict the operational performance of publicly traded 

companies. The products are sold to Hedge Funds which use them to make trading 

decision.  

We are looking for applicants with a strong statistical background and extensive 

coding experience in Python that are interested in the intersection of equity research 

and data science. Successful applicants will work directly with Hedge Fund partners 

and data scientists from the University of Oxford. We will offer the autonomy to drive 

dedicated areas of responsibility and develop them further. All roles are based on 

remote work with flexible working hours. 

We are currently offering 2 opportunities: 

1. An ongoing internship (10 week minimum) - available for immediate start 

2. Full Time Opportunity - September/October start 

 

 

Find out more at: www.oxford-dp.com 

 

 

  

http://www.oxford-dp.com/
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Oxford University Innovation 

 

Startup Incubator, here to support entrepreneurs! 

We help you tailor the support you need to fit the specific challenges of your new 

venture. The Startup Incubator is free and aimed at members and ex-members of the 

University of Oxford wanting to start or grow entrepreneur-driven ventures that are 

not University spinouts. We typically support founders from the idea stage, but also 

take in and successfully accelerate more mature ventures. We have built our 

programme from the ground up for an academic environment – we realise you may 

not be able to work full time on your venture from day one and have set up our 

process and structure to accommodate this. 

We also offer a summer programme, StEP Ignite. A Student Entrepreneurship 

Programme that brings teams of entrepreneurial students together to develop 

innovative business ideas. At the end of the programme, all teams will pitch their 

business ideas to a panel of judges who will select a winner. The winning team will 

receive a cash prize to spend on taking the first steps in setting up the business they 

pitched. In addition you’ll receive a package of support from OUI and will be partnered 

with business & technology mentors to help make the dream a reality. We’ll help you 

get investor ready and support your bids to raise funds through our extensive network 

of investors who already invest millions into the ideas which come from Oxford; we’ve 

got a panel of investors ready and waiting to meet you! All the teams who complete 

the programme will have the opportunity to continue with their business idea through 

the OUI incubator programme which comes with both financial & mentor support. 

 

 

Find out more at: https://unistep.org/ 

 

https://unistep.org/
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Reply Ltd 

 

Reply specialises in the design and implementation of solutions 

based on new communication channels and digital media. As a network of highly 

specialised companies, Reply defines and develops business models enabled by the 

new models of AI, big data, cloud computing, digital media and the internet of things.  

Reply delivers consulting, system integration and digital services to organisations 

across the telecom and media; industry and services; banking and insurance; and 

public sectors. 

 

 

Find out more at: www.reply.com/en/about/careers/uk/ 

 

 

  

https://www.reply.com/en/about/careers/uk/
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Teach First 

 

We are an educational charity working to build a fair education for 

all. Education in the UK is not fair. In fact, 21% of young people do not pass GCSE 

Maths at Grade 4 or above and STEM subject teaching has a critical shortage of 

teachers. This unfairly impacts children from low-income backgrounds, hindering their 

potential and jeopardising the whole country's future. 

That’s why we’re developing teachers and leaders of the highest calibre to make a 

difference where it’s needed the most. We do this through our two year graduate 

Training Programme. 

 

 

 

Find out more at: www.teachfirst.org.uk/training-programme 

 

  

http://www.teachfirst.org.uk/training-programme
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Terra 

 

What we do 

Terra is an API that makes it easy for apps to connect to wearables. Currently, apps 

and developers in the fitness, wellness, sleep, and other health spaces are using us. 

Terra was launched in early 2021, and since then we’ve been growing like crazy. But 

this is just the beginning. 

The goal and vision 

Think if Spotify and Netflix create music and movies based on your heart rate, and 

stress levels, in real time. We want to enable apps to achieve that reality, through our 

super easy to use API. 

Funding 

To achieve our grand goal, we couldn’t have made it without the support from some 

incredible investors. We are lucky enough to be supported by General 

Catalyst, Samsung NEXT, Next Ventures and we were part of Y-Combinator’s 

W21 batch. 

Do you want to learn more about the team? Check this, and learn who we are here. 

 

 

 

Find out more at: www.ycombinator.com/companies/terra/jobs 

 

 

  

https://www.generalcatalyst.com/portfolio/terra/
https://www.generalcatalyst.com/portfolio/terra/
https://www.samsungnext.com/blog/why-we-invested-in-terra-an-api-for-fitness-and-health
https://nextventures.com/
https://www.ycombinator.com/companies/terra
https://www.ycombinator.com/companies/terra
https://blog.tryterra.co/team-spotlight/home
https://blog.tryterra.co/who-we-are-and-how-it-works-12f772a5f8c2
http://www.ycombinator.com/companies/terra/jobs
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The Phoenix Partnership (TPP) 

 

TPP is a world-leader in Digital Health. From apps enabling 

patients to manage their own care to comprehensive hospital solutions, TPP delivers 

technology that connects everyone involved in healthcare delivery. For over twenty 

years, we have been applying the most advanced technology to provide a safe and 

secure environment to deliver care. Our aim is to improve access to healthcare data, 

making sure it is available whenever and wherever it is needed. We want to help 

people make the best use of that data, to empower clinicians and citizens, and to 

create the healthcare systems of the future.  

TPP has been consistently recognised as an outstanding graduate employer. Since 

2017, we have consistently featured in The Job Crowds’ “Top Company for Graduates 

to Work For”, and were the overall winners for 2022 in addition to being awarded 

‘Best Salary’ and ‘Best Benefits’. We have also been named in the Times Top 100 

Graduate Employers list every year since 2019. 

 

 

Find out more at: http://tpp-careers.com/roles 

 

  

  

http://tpp-careers.com/roles
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TVF Media 

 

TVF Media is a diversified group with five core divisions: TVF International, TVF 

Communications, TVF Digital, TVF Central Operations, and the Institute of Art and 

Ideas. We create and convey new ideas in the most effective form, operating across a 

range of sectors including interactive digital media, medical communications, 

television programming, post-production, and the arts. We use and develop the latest 

media technology, the most talented people and the most advanced systems to 

inform, educate, inspire, and entertain. 

Based in London, TVF Media operates worldwide, delivering projects and campaigns in 

more than twenty countries across the globe. All of our divisions are award-winning. 

Our clients range from Channel 4, the BBC and BAFTA award winning directors, to 

Pearson Education, the British Red Cross and Cambridge University Press. 

 

 

 

Find out more at: www.tvf.co.uk 

 

 

  

http://www.tvf.co.uk/
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